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Abstract

To understand and analyze a dialogue, it
is important to keep track of the common
ground the speakers build up. Therefore it
is important to be able to discern between
acceptance and rejection of propositions.
Previous work was often concerned with
written dialogue, but spoken dialogue dif-
fers from written dialogue in that it con-
tains a wealth of additional information,
e.g., disfluencies or meta-communicative
acts like backchannels. That turn taking
is a collaborative act also gives additional
importance to the length of statements. We
theoretically motivate how this additional
information can be used to discern be-
tween acceptance and rejection. We then
verify our theoretical considerations with
data from the Switchboard corpus and by
using them to derive features for a classi-
fier; our classifier reaches a 73% recall of
rejections, an improvement of 14pp over a
simple baseline.

1 Introduction

A central concept in dialogue analysis is the no-
tion of common ground which contains proposals
the speakers A and B have agreed on (Fernandez,
2013). To keep track of the contents of the com-
mon ground, it is necessary to identify which pro-
posals made by one speaker are accepted (or re-
jected) by the other one; for a rejected proposal
is not added to the common ground (Stalnaker,
2013).

The surface form of an acceptance or re-
jection is not always explicit and must be in-
ferred (Walker, 1996). However, a rejection
is frequently considered a dispreferred response
(McTear, 2004) which has a recognizable impact
on the continuation of the dialogue, e.g., a dispre-

ferred response is more likely to be initiated with
a word like well (Byron and Heeman, 1997).

Spoken dialogue contains a lot of meta-
information; the speakers are able to exchange on-
line feedback whereas in written dialogue both di-
alogue partners type up their respective responses
on their own. We expect that the differences be-
tween agreement and rejection will have an im-
pact visible in these mechanisms, e.g., backchan-
nels and turn taking. Furthermore, speech disflu-
encies may also give additional insight.

We intend to show that these structural and con-
textual properties of the surrounding turns such as
turn and utterance length, backchannels and dis-
fluencies are connected to acceptance and rejec-
tion and that these cues can help in related classi-
fication tasks.

In the long run, reliable identification of ac-
ceptance and rejection may help in summarization
tasks (Galley et al., 2004). For example, if one is
interested in summarizing the outcome of an dis-
cussion or debate, the points where the speakers
have reached consensus is of interest.

We first give an overview of the related work in
section 2. In section 3 we we discuss the theoreti-
cal motivations for structural and contextual cues.
We check our hypothesis by gathering appropri-
ate data from the Switchboard corpus and discuss
this data in section 4. We then select features for a
Bayesian Classifier based on our theoretical and
data-based observations and evaluate the results
in section 5. Finally, section 6 contains a reflec-
tion on our results, thoughts on their reliability and
their shortcomings and some possibilities for fur-
ther improvement and research.

2 Related Work

Previous approaches in acceptance/rejection clas-
sification have focussed on utterance- or turn-
internal features, e.g., using to cue words (Misra
and Walker, 2013). In this paper we search



for useful features in the turns surrounding the
acceptance/rejection. Furthermore, we concen-
trate mainly on structural observations which are
largely independent of the wording of the accep-
tance or rejection, using cue words merely as our
baseline.

Some work has been done in this area using
the ICSI Meeting Corpus (Janin et al., 2003), a
partly annotated corpus of spoken, multi-person
discussions. Taking contextual features into ac-
count improved the accuracy (in the task of recov-
ering acceptance/rejection/backchannel/other type
utterances) from 80% (Hillard et al., 2003) to
86.9%.

We apply related (though simpler) features in a
similar classification task (discerning acceptance
from rejection) in the Switchboard corpus. These
papers are also concerned with speaker identifica-
tion in a multi-person discussion; a problem that
does not arise in the Switchboard corpus.

There are much more rich written corpora; for
discussion and debate in particular there is the In-
ternet Argument Corpus IAC (Walker et al., 2012).
Context-independent features have reached a ac-
curacy of 66% in discerning agreement from re-
jection (Misra and Walker, 2013).

The task is close to what we consider: discern-
ing acceptance from rejection from a set known to
consist of only these two. However, the contex-
tual and structural features we consider are largely
unique to spoken dialogue and not applicable to
the IAC.

Going beyond the features added by spoken di-
alogue, it is also possible to use nonverbal, audio-
visual cues for a task like that (Bousmalis et al.,
2009).

In a wider context, there are results about accep-
tance and rejection from viewpoints closer related
to inference (Walker, 1996) and reasoning (Biran
and Rambow, 2011). We did not take these obser-
vations into account, but we will give some point-
ers as to how they might improve our data.

3 Characteristics of Acceptance and
Rejection

3.1 Cue Words

The first and most intuitive approach in classi-
fying acceptance and rejection is the search for
appropriate cue words, the most overt ones being
“yes” (indicating acceptance) and “no” (indicating
rejection). Similar phrases are “yeah”, “right”,

“agree” or “don’t”, “not”, “can’t”. But there are
more subtle cue words. Consider the following
example:

aa A: I was never into those
movies, either./

While the utterance “I was never into those
movies” could be just as well a rejection, the cue
word “either” identifies it unambiguously as an
acceptance. Similarly, the word “actually” is a
clear-cut cue for rejection. A rather special case
is the hedge word “well”, typically initiating a re-
jection (Byron and Heeman, 1997). Depending on
the corpus, there can be a rather large number of
useful unigram cue words and ngram cue phrases
(Misra and Walker, 2013).

Unfortunately, cue words alone are no surefire
way to determine whether or not an utterance
is accepting or rejecting. Intuitively, one might
assume that “yes” and “no” are words definitely
implying acceptance or rejection respectively.
However, consider for example the following two
excerpts from the Switchboard corpus:

sd A: {C But, } yet, Parkland
is not free, either. /
aa B: No, /
sd B: it’s not free, /

sv B: {C or } they wouldn’t be
able to own a house. /
ar A: Yes, /
ar A: they would. /

Here, “No” is an accepting utterance and “Yes”
a rejecting one. Sometimes this also leads to the
cue words outright contradicting each other, e.g.,

sv A: I don’t think anybody pays
too little. /
aa B: No, /
aa B: I would tend to agree very
highly. /

Apparently, negative statements can be rejected
by “yes” and accepted by “no”. In the latter case,
this seems to be form of logical double negation.
In the former case this seems to be a form of con-
traposition: Just as a positive statement is rejected
by a negative phrase, a negative phrase can be re-



jected by a positive phrase. Double negation and
contraposition are contextual cues as to whether a
utterance is accepting or rejecting.

The primary observation is that it is of central
importance to take the context of an utterance into
account if one wants to determine whether or not
the utterance is accepting or rejecting. Neverthe-
less, in written debates, unigram cue words have
achieved an accuracy of 60% (Misra and Walker,
2013). We will now make the case for taking
more, and more subtle, contextual cues into ac-
count.

3.2 Additional and Contextual Cues

Speakers actively collaborate on extending their
common ground (Fernandez, 2013). Thus while
in agreement, the listener will possibly let the
speaker continue and signal his continued agree-
ment with backchannels, while he will take the
turn to reject once a disagreement occurs.

There would be nothing to gain if the speaker
would elaborate on something the listener will re-
ject, so it is in the interest of both that rejections
are voiced as early as possible. Therefore we
expect that turns preceding agreement are longer
with more backchannels from the listener. Fur-
thermore, the dialogue partners should show dif-
ferent reactions to agreement or disagreement that
will be visible in, e.g., speech disfluencies or turn
change behaviour.

Similarly, in spoken dialogue the speakers uti-
lize meta-communicative feedback acts to signal
successful grounding (Fernandez, 2013). It may
be expected that a speaker that is about to reject a
proposal would give lesser (or no) such feedback
acts, i.e., we may see a reduction in backchannels
before a rejection.

It has been observed that rejections are dis-
preferred responses, and as such require careful
phrasing as not to seem impolite (McTear, 2004).
This carefulness alone leads us to expect that a re-
jecting utterance will be longer than an accepting
one. A notable additional observation is that re-
jections are frequently started with hedges such as
“well” (Byron and Heeman, 1997), or “actually”,
“rather” (Misra and Walker, 2013).

In addition, the rejecting speaker might want
to justify giving a dispreferred response; this also
leads us to expect rejecting utterances (and the
turns they occur in) to be comparatively longer. As
a dispreferred response is also unexpected (Bous-

field, 2008) a rejection may also cause an increase
in disfluencies, as the speaker needs time to get
accustomed to an unexpected turn in the dialogue.

4 Acceptance and Rejection in the
Switchboard Corpus

4.1 Overview
The Switchboard corpus is a collection of around
2400 recorded and transcribed telephone conver-
sations between two people (Godfrey and Holli-
man, 1997). The speakers are provided with a
topic and then converse freely. The corpus has
been annotated with the SWBD-DAMSL labels.

We do not take all aa (accept) and ar (reject)
type dialogue acts from the Switchboard corpus
into consideration. Since we are interested in iden-
tifying what information will be added to the com-
mon ground, we select for 2 criteria:

i. The aa/ar utterance follows a turn in which
a dialogue act of the type sd (statement-non-
opinion), sv (statement-opinion), bf (summa-
rize/reformulate) or ad (action-directive) was
made.

ii. The aa/ar utterance is the first utterance in the
speakers turn.

The second criterion discards roughly 50% of
all candidate aa/ar type utterances; this is mostly
due to speakers repeating such utterances, e.g.:

sd A: <Laughter> They live close
then. /
aa B: Yeah, /
aa B: real close. /
sd B: I go there, /

For each utterance that satisfies the criteria we
gather data on three turns in the dialogue: The turn
that utterance initiates (the current turn), the im-
mediately preceding turn (the preceding turn) and
the immediately following turn (the next turn). So
if, e.g., speaker A has made a statement ϕ and
B rejected it, the preeeding turn is B’s turn that
ended with ϕ, the current turn is A’s turn that
started with the rejection, and the next turn is B’s
response to that.

We are most interested in length, backchannels
and disfluencies. We collected data on length and
disfluencies in the accepting/rejecting utterance,
and data about length, disfluencies and backchan-
nels in the surrounding turns. To correct for length



and number of utterances, disfluencies were com-
puted per word and backchannels were computed
per utterance.

4.2 Evaluation

The data we extracted from the switchboard cor-
pus is in tables 1 to 4. A few of the datapoints are
particularly striking given our theoretical consid-
erations.

Absolute Percentages
Acc. Rej. Acc. Rej.

Total Utt. 6805 154 100% 100%
One-w. Utt. 4529 79 66.56% 51.3%
≥ 4-w. Utt. 430 34 6.3% 22.1%
≥ 7-w. Utt. 82 17 1.2% 11.0%
Avg. length 1.62 2.88 - -

Disf. per Word 0.05 0.14 - -

Table 1: Accept/Reject Utterance Features.

As expected, the rejecting utterances are longer
(on average by one word) than the accepting
ones, and increasing length is an increasingly
good indicator of rejection, cf. table 1 in the
≥ 4 and ≥ 7 rows. Also in accordance with our
predictions is the higher number of disfluencies
per word in rejecting utterances. This figure is
partly due to the fact that the Switchboard corpus
treats an initial hedging “Well,” as a disfluency;
rejections frequently start with such a hedge, for
example

ar A: {D Well } no, /
or
ar A: {D Well, } they did have
one woman dean. /

Accept Reject
Avg. Utterances 3.40 3.86

Avg. Words 22.04 26.01
Avg. Backchannels per Utt. 0.07 0.08
Avg. Disfluencies per Word 0.07 0.09

Table 2: Current Turn Features.

The current turn is also comparatively longer
(around 0.4 utterances and 4 words on average) in
case of a rejection. This fits in our theoretical no-
tion that a rejecting speaker uses his turn to make a
counterpoint, whereas an accepting speaker would
yield her turn more easily.

Interestingly, there is no significant difference
in backchannels or disfluencies. Apparently, the
rejecting speaker goes back to a normal amount of
disfluencies quite quickly after the initial rejection.

Accept Reject
Avg. Utterances 3.91 3.43

Avg. Words 36.04 27.39
Avg. Backchannels per Utt. 0.14 0.09
Avg. Disfluencies per Word 0.08 0.08

Table 3: Preceding Turn Features.

We also find a difference in length in the pre-
ceding turn; in case of a rejection this turn is
on average around 0.5 utterances and roughly 8.5
words shorter. Also, if the other speaker will
make a rejection in his next turn, she will give
fewer backchannels beforehand. This backs up the
thought that the speaker about to reject a proposal
will signal less understanding beforehand and take
the turn earlier.

On the other hand, the speaker making a re-
jected proposal is apparently not aware that she
is making a controversial or dispreferred state-
ment: her speech is not more (or less) disfluent
than when making an accepted proposal.

Accept Reject
Avg. Utterances 3.02 2.51

Avg. Words 24.85 17.08
Avg. Backchannels per Utt. 0.10 0.05
Avg. Disfluencies per Word 0.11 0.15

Table 4: Next Turn Features.

In the next turn we again find a difference in
length. The next turn is on average around 0.5 ut-
terances and 7.5 words shorter if following a re-
jection than when following an acceptance. There
also seems to be an increase in disfluencies after an
rejection and a decrease in backchannels. These
results are neither in accordance not in contradic-
tion to our theoretical considerations.

4.3 Data Quality
Unfortunately, from a statistical analysis stand-
point, the data is not of a very high quality. Look-
ing at table 1 we find an enormous majority of
acceptances in comparison to the rejections. So
while we might think that we have sufficient ac-
ceptances to smooth out outliers, this is certainly
not the case for the rejection.



Accept / Reject Avg σ Max 50th

Avg. length 1.62 1.3 24 1
Disf. per W. 0.05 0.2 1.0 0.0

Prec. Avg. W. 36.04 38.2 462 23
Next Avg. W. 24.85 33.3 400 12
Avg. length 2.88 3.5 25 1
Disf. per W. 0.14 0.2 1.0 0.0

Prec. Avg. W. 27.39 29.1 151 18
Next Avg. W. 17.08 27.9 185 6

Table 5: Statistical Data. σ is the standard devia-
tion and 50th is the median.

In fact, every difference between acceptances
and rejections observed in tables 1 to 4 is less
then one standard deviation. We found the length-
related categories for the current utterance and the
preceding and following turns to be particularly
striking, as well as the disfluencies per word in the
current utterance. Table 5 shows statistical data on
these datapoints.

The high standard deviation makes the data
insignificant from a quantitative standpoint; the
maximal datapoints show the existence of far-
removed outliers. The noticeable difference be-
tween average and median is also evidence for
severely skewed data.

However, the qualitative observations we made
seem to be supported by the data nevertheless. The
qualitative differences we observed in the averages
are also visible in the medians and the maxima.

It may be possible to clean up the data for the
acceptances (filter out outliers), but the set of re-
jections is too small for that. Furthermore, this
data might indicate that there are different types
of acceptances and rejections and it is uncalled for
to gather data on all acceptances/rejections collec-
tively. Again, a deeper investigation is hindered
by the low number of rejections in the Switch-
board corpus. There are, however, approaches that
consider distinct types of acceptances/rejections
(Walker, 1996).

5 Experiment

5.1 Design and Baseline
We take the set of acceptances and rejections as
described in section 4.1 as our population and aim
to discern between the two. The immense ma-
jority of acceptances over rejections poses some
challenges: the trivial approach – just classifying
every utterance in the set as an acceptance – pro-

duces results that seem ostensibly reasonable, e.g.,
an accuracy of 97%.

It makes sense – also with a possible appli-
cation in summarization tasks in mind – to con-
sider the classification problem in terms of infor-
mation retrieval: We want to see which proposals
are committed to the common ground, so we need
to find which ones have been rejected. We may
also define the task as finding the acceptances, but
due to their majority we will even with the trivial
approach obtain precision and recall well above
95%. Precision and recall computed for the task
of finding rejections are by far the most discerning
values.

So we define our information retrieval task as
retrieving the rejections from the set of accep-
tances and rejections. Our goal is to extract the rel-
evant utterances (rejections) with as few false neg-
atives (i.e., rejections classified as acceptances) as
possible. That is, we want to achieve high recall
without losing too much precision.

Because of the limited data available, we used
a Bernoulli distributed naive Bayesian classi-
fier: BernoulliNB from the scikit-learn
Python library (Pedregosa et al., 2011); the doc-
umentation of scikit-learn (scikit-learn de-
velopers, 2013) indicates that this classifier is
well-suited for sparse data. Indeed, it produced the
best result of all classifiers from scikit-learn
we tested.

We tested each featureset by crossvalidating the
classifier 10-fold on A, each time taking 90% of
the data as a training set and the remaining 10%
as test data. We compute the recall and precision
(with respect to classification as rejection) as an
average of the 10 runs.

For a naive baseline we select1 cue words from
section 3.1 and train the classifier on their ap-
pearance in the first two utterances of the current
turn (if the current turn is more than one utterance
long); we call this featureset CUE WORDS.

The classifier trained on this featureset would
(on each training set) classify each utterance in the
test set as an acceptance, thereby reaching recall of
0%. It is unsurprising that cue words have no ef-
fect; as observed in in section 3.1 some cue words
can occur with both acceptance and rejection, so
they are simply not very discerning features on
their own.

1In no particular order, “yeah”, “right”, “yes”, “no”,
“don’t”, “not”, “actually”, “either”, “correct”, “accept”,
“agree”, “well”, “can’t”, “wouldn’t”.



So we amend the naive baseline according
to the observations in section 3.1 with fea-
tures checking double-negation and negation-
affirmation. We define the set never, no,
not, *n’t2 as negation-indicators and yeah,
right, yes as affirmation-indicators. Note that
negation/affirmation-indicators overlap but differ
from rejection/acceptance-cue words: Cue words
like “either”, “agree” or “actually” are always in-
dicative of agreement/rejection no matter the con-
text.

We define the feature double-negation
as the occurrence of an negation-indicator
where the last utterance of the preceding turn
contained a negation-indicator, and the fea-
ture single-negation as the occurrence
of an negation-indicator where the last ut-
terance of the preceding turn did not con-
tain a negation-indicator. Analogously, de-
fine the features double-affirmation and
single-affirmation. Call the featureset
containing these four NEGATION.

The classifier trained on CUE

WORDS+NEGATION yielded a precision of
52.68% with a recall of 59.35%.

5.2 Feature Selection

The most striking differences we isolated in sec-
tion 4.2 were features of length, in particular the
length of the utterance constituting the acceptance
or rejection. Based on the data in table 1 we de-
fine the feature geq4 as the accepting/rejecting
utterance having 4 or more words, and the feature
geq7 as the accepting/rejecting utterance having
7 or more words. We call these features together
the featureset LENGTH.

The lengths of the preceding and next turns
were also significantly different. We adopted the
medians we computed in section 4.3 as significant
points. The featureset TURNS consists of the fea-
tures next geq6, next geq12, next geq18
meaning that the next turn consists of 6/12/18
or more words, and the features prec geq13,
prec geq18, prec geq23 meaning that the
preceding turn consists of 12/18/23 or more
words.

We were unable to extract any other useful fea-
tures, despite the data in section 4.2 showing in-
teresting effects related to backchannels and dis-

2Where *n’t is to be read as a wildcard expanding to, e.g.,
don’t, can’t, wouldn’t.

fluencies. The most overt problem is that the clas-
sifier we used only accepts binary true/false fea-
tures, whereas the “per utterance” or “per word”
data we collected would be suited to define a fea-
ture describing a continuum or spectrum.

Also, disfluency-related features in the accept-
ing/rejecting utterance showed little effect, be-
cause a large number of the disfluencies in rejec-
tions are hedges which are already covered by the
cue words.

5.3 Results

Table 6 shows the precision and recall of rejection-
type utterances using the various feature sets (and
combinations thereof) we defined.

Features Prec. (ar) Rec. (ar)
Cue Words - 0.0%

CW + Negation 52.68% 59.35%
CW + Ng. + Length 50.06% 65.05%
CW + Ng. + Turns 41.82% 70.78%

CW + Ng. + Ln. + Turns 43.71% 73.69%

Table 6: Experiment Data

Both of the featuresets TURNS and LENGTH

show a noticeable difference to the baseline; in
both cases the recall is much improved, and the
precision is reduced. Using LENGTH brings a
rather big improvement in recall (around 5.5pp)
with an agreeable reduction in precision (around
2.5pp), whereas TURNS results in an improvement
and a reduction of roughly 11pp each.

We would have hoped that LENGTH would
bring an overall improvement over the baseline,
but since – naturally – there are acceptances and
rejections with the same length, a small drop in
precision is not unsurprising.

Unfortunately, the results of the TURNS feature-
set imply that just more utterances were classi-
fied as rejections overall. Based on the previous
sections, we would have hoped that the context-
related effects we observed have more discerning
strength.

Nevertheless, used together, the featuresets re-
sult in a high recall and mitigate the stark decline
in precision the featureset TURNS caused. Given
that our goal was a high recall this is a desirable ef-
fect, but it is unfortunate that we stay below base-
line in precision.



6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have found noticeable differences in the con-
textual structure of dialogue surrounding accep-
tances and rejections. The data we gathered on the
Switchboard corpus at least qualitatively supports
our theoretical hypotheses. Experimental verifi-
cation of these differences was hindered by the
sparse data we have available, but the contextual
features we extracted allow us to identify rejec-
tions with a higher precision.

The main method to improve on our results
would to use a richer dataset. Unfortunately, our
main features, viz., disfluencies, turn length and
backchannels, are unique to spoken dialogue and
it is hard to come by rich corpora of transcribed
and tagged dialogue. Overall, the conversations
in the Switchboard corpus are too casual and po-
lite; a corpus that contains more discussion-driven
conversation might allow us to extract more use-
ful data. The ICSI Meeting Corpus contains more
debate (and thusly more rejections), so it may be
more suited to this kind of analysis, cf., (Galley et
al., 2004).

Section 4.3 indicates that data sparseness is less
of a problem than data spread, since the high stan-
dard deviations also occur in the (statistically large
enough) set of acceptances. The data might be im-
proved by isolating different types of acceptance
and rejection and comparing these with each other,
cf., (Misra and Walker, 2013) and (Walker, 1996).

Our experimental results could be improved by
using a more sophisticated classifier to train. Most
of the features we extracted are read as “per ut-
terance” or “per word” and are therefore not dis-
crete and thereby ill-suited for a Bayesian classi-
fier. An appropriate Vector Space Model might be
more useful as a classifying tool. Furthermore, we
believe that a classifier that allows for weighting
might yield an improvement; it seems reasonable
that the contextual features we isolated are less im-
portant than the utterance-internal features.

In conclusion, our main hypothesis – that struc-
tural and contextual cues can help discerning
agreement from rejection – is supported by the
data, though the data leaves much to be desired.
More sophisticated methods and better training
data is required to apply our observations.
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